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Weak lensing and dark energy

Dragan Huterer
Department of Physics, Enrico Fermi Institute, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637-1433

~Received 26 June 2001; published 12 February 2002!

We study the power of upcoming weak lensing surveys to probe dark energy. Dark energy modifies the
distance-redshift relation as well as the matter power spectrum, both of which affect the weak lensing conver-
gence power spectrum. Some dark-energy models predict additional clustering on very large scales, but this
probably cannot be detected by weak lensing alone due to cosmic variance. With reasonable prior information
on other cosmological parameters, we find that a survey covering 1000 sq deg down to a limiting magnitude
of R527 can impose constraints comparable to those expected from upcoming type Ia supernova and number-
count surveys. This result, however, is contingent on the control of both observational and theoretical system-
atics. Concentrating on the latter, we find that thenonlinearpower spectrum of matter perturbations and the
redshift distribution of source galaxies both need to be determined accurately in order for weak lensing to
achieve its full potential. Finally, we discuss the sensitivity of the three-point statistics to dark energy.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.063001 PACS number~s!: 98.62.Sb, 95.35.1d, 98.80.Es
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent direct evidence for acceleration of the unive
@1,2# has spurred considerable activity in finding ways
probe the source of this acceleration, dark energy@3–6# ~for
a review of dark energy see Ref.@7#!. Because dark energ
varies with redshift more slowly than matter, it starts contr
uting significantly to the expansion of the universe only re
tively recently, atz&2. This component is believed to b
smooth ~or nearly so!, and therefore detectable main
through its effect on the expansion rate of the universe.
these reasons, it is generally believed that type Ia supern
~SNe Ia! and number-count surveys of galaxies and gala
clusters have the most leverage to probe dark energy, as
probe the distance and volume in the desired redshift ra
@8#. Indeed, planned supernova surveys~e.g., SNAP1! and
number-count methods@9,10# are expected to impose tigh
constraints on the smooth component, for example,s(w)
'0.05 from SNAP, assuming a flat universe.

The program of weak gravitational lensing~WL! is pri-
marily oriented toward mapping the distribution of matter
the universe. The paths of photons emitted by distant obj
and traveling toward us are perturbed due to the interven
mass. The weak lensing regime corresponds to the inter
ing surface density of matter being much smaller than so
critical value; in that case the observed objects~e.g. galaxies!
are slightly distorted. The weak lensing distortions are sm
~roughly at the 1% level! and one needs a large sample
foreground galaxies in order to separate the lensing ef
from the ‘‘noise’’ represented by random orientations of g
axies. Therefore, observations of lensed galaxies prov
information on the matter distribution in the universe, as w
as the growth of density perturbations. Although the poten
of WL has been recognized for around two decades~e.g.
@11#!, only in the 1990s was there a surge of interest in t

1http://snap.lbl.gov
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area@12–17#. A unique property of WL is that it is sensitive
directly to the amount of mass in the universe, avoiding
thorny issue of galaxy-to-mass bias. By measuring ellipt
ties of a large number of galaxies, one can in principle
rectly reconstruct the mass density field of an interven
massive object@18#. Indeed, the mass reconstruction of ga
axy clusters has been successfully performed on a numb
clusters~for a review, see Ref.@19#!.

An exciting recent development, relevant to this wo
was the discovery of weak lensing by large-scale structu
announced by four groups@20–23#. The results are in mutua
agreement and consistent with theoretical expectatio
which is remarkable given that they were obtained indep
dently. Although current data impose weak constraints
cosmology ~e.g., rule out the Einstein–de Sitter Univer
with VM51), future surveys with larger sky coverage a
improved systematics are expected to impose interes
constraints on cosmological parameters.

The goal of this work is to assess the power of we
lensing to constrain dark energy. This analysis theref
complements that of Huterer and Turner@8#, where the effi-
cacy of SNe Ia and number-count surveys was conside
We follow the standard practice of considering dark ene
to be a smooth component parametrized by its energy den
~scaled to critical! VX and equation-of-state ratiow5p/r
@24#. Dark energy modifies the WL observables by alteri
the distance-redshift relation and the growth of dens
perturbations. As discussed in Sec. VI B, the nonlinear e
lution of perturbations also depends on dark energy;
dependence is much more difficult to calculate and ne
to be calibrated fromN-body simulations. Overall, the de
pendence of WL on dark energy is somewhat indir
and expected to be weak, especially when degeneracy
other cosmological parameters is taken into account. Ne
theless, we shall show that, provided systematic errors
controlled and theoretical predictions sharpened, WL surv
can be efficient probes of dark energy, comparable to SN
and number-counts. Proposed deep wide-field surveys s
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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DRAGAN HUTERER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 063001
as LSST,2 the aforementioned SNAP, and VISTA3 will at-
tempt to constrain dark energy through their WL program
making our analysis particularly timely.

Previous work on parameter determination from WL ce
tered mostly onVM and s8, the rms density fluctuation in
spheres of 8 h21 Mpc @25,16#; hereH05100h km/s/Mpc is
the Hubble parameter today. Hu and Tegmark@26#, however,
used the Fisher matrix formalism to account for all 8 para
eters upon which WL depends, and assumed dark energ
be the vacuum energy~therefore, fixedw521). We use the
same set of parameters, with two changes: we addw, and,
guided by the ever-stronger evidence from the cosmic mic
wave background~e.g.,@27–30#!, we assume a flat universe
To assess the accuracy of parameter determination, we
use the Fisher matrix machinery, which has proven to be
extremely efficient and accurate way to forecast errors
experiments where observables depend on many parame

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we go ov
the basic formalism and define the notation. In Secs. III a
IV we concentrate on the convergence power spectrum,
discuss its dependence on dark energy. Section V discu
the power of weak lensing surveys to probe dark ene
while Sec. VI addresses systematic errors that can lea
biases in parameter estimation. In Sec. VII we discuss
dependence of three-point statistics — bispectrum and sk
ness of the convergence — on dark energy. We conclud
Sec. VIII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we cover the basic formalism of we
gravitational lensing~for detailed reviews, see Refs.@31,19#!.
We work in the Newtonian gauge, where the perturb
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric reads

ds252~112F!dt21a2~ t !~122F!

3@dx21r 2~du21sin2udf2!# ~1!

where we have setc51, x is the radial distance,F is the
gravitational potential, andk51,0,21 for closed, flat and
open geometry respectively. We also use the coordinate
tancer which is defined as

r ~x!5H ~2K !21/2sinh@~2K !1/2x# if VTOT,1,

x if VTOT51,

K21/2sin~K1/2x! if VTOT.1.

~2!

whereK is the curvature,VTOT is the total energy density
relative to critical, andK5(VTOT21)H0

2.
Gravitational lensing produces distortions of images

background galaxies. These distortions can be describe
mapping between the source plane~S! and image plane~I!
@32#

2http://dmtelescope.org
3http://www.vista.ac.uk
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S5Ai j dxj

I ~3!

wheredx are the displacement vectors in the two planes a
A is the distortion matrix

A5S 12k2g1 2g2

2g2 12k1g1
D . ~4!

The deformation is described by the convergencek and com-
plex shear (g1 ,g2). We are interested in the weak lensin
limit, where uku,ugu!1. The convergence in any particula
direction on the skyn̂ is given by the integral along the lin
of sight,

k~ n̂,x!5E
0

x

W~x8! d~x8! dx8, ~5!

whered is the relative perturbation in matter energy dens
and

W~x!5
3

2
VM H0

2 g~x!~11z! ~6!

is referred to as the weight function. Furthermore

g~x!5r ~x!E
x

`

dx8n~x8!
r ~x82x!

r ~x8!
~7!

→ r ~x!r ~xs2x!

r ~xs!
~8!

wheren(x) is the distribution of source galaxies in redsh
@normalized so that*dz n(z)51# and the second line hold
only if all sources are at a single redshiftzs . We use the
distribution @20#

n~z!5
z2

2z0
3 e2z/z0 ~9!

with z050.5, which peaks at 2z051 and is shown in Fig. 1.
Our results depend very weakly on the shape of the distr
tion of source galaxies~assuming this distribution is known
of course!. In particular, ifall source galaxies are assumed
be at z51, the parameter uncertainties change by at m
;30% percent. Similarly, the distribution given by Eq.~9!
which peaks atz51.5 would improve the parameter con
straints by 20% or less.

Some clarification is needed regarding observability
theoretical computability of WL quantities. The quantity th
is most easily determined from observations is shear, wh
is directly related to the ellipticities of observed galaxies~in
the weak lensing limit, shear is equal to the average ellip
ity!. Shear is given by@15#
1-2
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WEAK LENSING AND DARK ENERGY PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 063001
g11 ig25
1

2
~c ,112c ,22!1 ic ,12 ~10!

where c is the projected Newtonian potential,c ,i j
522*g(x) F ,i j dx, and commas denote derivatives wi
respect to directions perpendicular to the line of sight. U
fortunately, this quantity is not easily related to the distrib
tion of matter in the universe and the cosmological para
eters. Convergence, on the other hand, is given by

k5
1

2
~c ,111c ,22! ~11!

which ~in Limber’s approximation! can be directly related to
the distribution of matter through the Poisson equation@see
Eq. ~5!#, and is convenient for comparison with theory. Ho
ever, it is very difficult to measure the convergence itself,
convergence depends on the magnification of galaxies w
would somehow need to be measured4 ~although there may
be ways to do this; see Ref.@33#!. Note also that computing
the convergence from the measured shear is difficult in g
eral, since the inversion kernel is broad and requires kno
edge of shear everywhere@18#. In the weak lensing limit,
however, the problem is much easier, since the two-p
correlation functions of shear and convergence are ident

In this work we use power spectrum of the convergen
@defined in Eq.~13! below# as the principal observable tha
will convey information from weak lensing.

III. CONVERGENCE POWER SPECTRUM

The convergence can be transformed into multipole sp
~see e.g. Ref.@31#!

4There are two competing effects due to magnification of galax
~1! ‘‘Magnification bias,’’ the increase in the observed number
galaxies due to the fact that fainter ones can not be observed
~2! increase in the apparent observed area on the sky due to len
which decreases the observed number density of galaxies.

FIG. 1. The assumed source galaxy distributionn(z).
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k lm5E dn̂ k~ n̂,x! Ylm* .

The power spectrum of the convergencePl
k is then de-

fined by

^k lmk l 8m8&5d l 1l 2
dm1m2

Pl
k .

Using Limber’s approximation — the fact that the weig
functionW is much broader than the physical scale on wh
the perturbationd varies — the convergence power spectru
can be written as

Pl
k5E

0

xs
dx

W2~x!

r 2~x!
P„l /r ~x!,z… ~12!

5
2p2

l 3 E
0

zs
dz

W2~z!r ~z!

H~z!
D2

„l /r ~z!,z… ~13!

where in the second line we assume a flat universe wh
dx5dr. Here P(k,z) is the matter power spectrum as
function of redshiftz, and

D2~k,z!5
k3P~k,z!

2p2 ~14!

is power per unit logarithmic interval in wavenumber, whic
we also refer to as the matter power spectrum.

Power spectrum of the convergence is displayed in the
panel of Fig. 2 for three values of (VX ,w) and down to
scales of about one arcminute (l 510000). The uncertainty in
the observed weak lensing spectrum is given by@14,15#5

DPl
k5A 2

~2l 11! f sky
S Pl

k1
^g int

2 &

n̄
D , ~15!

where f sky5Q2p/129600 is the fraction of the sky covere
by a survey of dimensionQ and^g int

2 &1/2'0.4 is the intrinsic
ellipticity of galaxies. The first term corresponds to cosm
variance which dominates on large scales, and the secon
Poisson noise which arises due to small number of gala
on small scales. Bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the signal
noisePl

k/DPl
k . It is apparent that the bulk of cosmologic

constraints comes from multipoles between several hund
and several thousand. Wider and deeper surveys widen
range of scales with high signal-to-noise. Note also that
weak lensing power spectrum is relatively featureless
cause of the radial projection@Eq. ~13!#. It can be character-
ized by amplitude~normalization!, overall tilt, a ‘‘turnover’’
at l;100 which is due to the turnover in the matter pow
spectrum, and a further increase atl;1000 and flattening a
l;10000 which are due to the nonlinear clustering of mat

s:
f
nd
ng,

5Strictly speaking, Eq.~15! holds for Gaussian convergence fie
only. However, the non-Gaussianity of the convergence is mil
than that of the matter due to the radial projection which makes
a good approximation, see Sec. VI C.
1-3
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DRAGAN HUTERER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 063001
The systematic error in shear measurements ideally n
to be small enough so as not to exceed the statistical e
shown in Fig. 2. The maximum allowed systematic error c
be estimated using the following argument.6 The shear vari-
ance in circular aperture of opening angleu can be written in
terms of the convergence power spectrum as@31#

^g2~u!&52pE
0

`

dl lPk
l S J1~ lu!

p lu D 2

~16!

'~2p!2E
0

`dl

l
P k

l S J1~ lu!

p lu D 2

~17!

.P k
l 51/u ~18!

6Proposed by M. Turner.

FIG. 2. Top panel:The convergence power spectrum for thr
pairs of (VX ,w). The shaded region represents 1s uncertainties
~corresponding toVX50.7,w521 curve! plotted at eachl. The
uncertainties at lowl are dominated by cosmic variance, and tho
at high l by Poisson~shot! noise; see Eq.~15!. We also show the
contribution to Pl

k from the linear matter power spectrum only
Bottom panel: Pl

k/DPl
k ~‘‘signal-to-noise’’! for the convergence

power spectrum for each individuall.
06300
ds
or
n

which is the power in unit logarithmic interval evaluated
l 51/u @here P k

l 5 l ( l 11)/(2p)Pk
l #. The tightest require-

ment is on scales of 1 arcmin (l'2000), where the fractiona
uncertainty in power per unit logarithmic interval is abo
1/200. Therefore the rms of shear on scaleu is given by

dA^g2~u!&'dAP k
l 51/u ~19!

5
1

2
AP k

l 51/uS dP k
l 51/u

P k
l 51/u D ~20!

.
1

2
3A10243

1

200
~21!

'2.531025 ~22!

&0.01A^g2~u!&. ~23!

Therefore, the systematic error in individual shear m
surements should be less than 1% in order to be subdo
nant to statistical error—a very challenging requirement
deed.

IV. DEPENDENCE ON DARK ENERGY

The sensitivity of the convergence power spectrum
dark energy can be divided into two parts. Dark energy~a!
modifies the background evolution of the universe, and c
sequently the geometric factorW2(z)r (z)/H(z), and ~b!
modifies the matter power spectrum. We now discuss eac
these dependencies.

A. The lensing weight function

FunctionW(z) is bell-shaped, and has a maximum atz
'zs/2, wherezs is redshift of lensed galaxies, indicating th
lensing is the most effective at distances halfway betw
the source and the observer. Sincer (z) andH(z) are varying
with redshift monotonically and slowly, the functio
W2(z)r (z)/H(z) will also be bell-shaped with maximum a
z*zs/2. W(z),r (z) and 1/H(z) all decrease with increasin
w, and therefore the total weight decreases. AsVX decreases,
r (z) and 1/H(z) decrease butW(z) increases, and the latte
prevails; see Fig. 3. Therefore, changingw(VX) makes the
normalization and total weight change with the same~oppo-
site! sign, leading to large~small! change inPl

k on large
scales; see Fig. 2.

B. The matter power spectrum

The matter power spectrum can be written as

D2~k,z!5dH
2 S k

H0
D 31n

T2~k,z!
D2~z!

D2~0!
TNL~k,z! ~24!

wheredH is perturbation on Hubble scale today,T(k) is the
transfer function,D(z)/D(0) is the growth of perturbations
in linear theory relative to today, andTNL(k,z) is the pre-
scription for nonlinear evolution of the power spectrum.
1-4
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WEAK LENSING AND DARK ENERGY PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 063001
In the presence of dark energy, the matter power spect
will be modified as follows.

The normalizationdH increases with increasingVX and
decreasingw. This happens because the growth of struct
is suppressed in the presence of dark energy, and the
served structure today can only be explained by a larger
tial amount of perturbation. We choose to normalize the
sults to Cosmic Background Explorer ~COBE!
measurements@34#, and adopt the fit to COBE data of Maet
al. ~@35#, heretofore Ma QCDM!

dH5231025a~0!21VM
c11c2ln(VM)

3exp@c3~n21!1c4~n21!2# ~25!

where c1 . . . 4 and a0 are functions ofVX and w and are
given in Ma QCDM. Since the COBE normalization for th
LCDM models is accurate to between 7% and 9%@36,37#,
we adopt the accuracy of 10% for the dark-energy case.

The transfer function for cosmological models with ne
trinos and the cosmological constant is given by fits of
and Eisenstein@38#, which we adopt in our analysis. Thes
formulas are accurate to a few percent for the currently
vored cosmology with low baryon abundance. Dark ene
will not directly modify the transfer function, except possib
on the largest observable scales~of size;H0

21), where dark
energy may cluster. This signature can be ignored, a
shows up on scales too large to be probed by WL; we furt
discuss this in Sec. V G.

The linear theory growth functionD(z)5d(z)/d(0) can
be computed from the fitting formula for the dark-ener
models given in Ma QCDM, which generalizes theLCDM
growth function formula of Carrollet al. @39#. We use this
fitting function, noting that its high accuracy (<2%) justi-
fies avoiding the alternative of repeatedly evaluating the
act expression for the growth function~e.g. @40#, p. 341!.

The last, and most uncertain, piece of the puzzle is
prescription for the non-linear evolution of density perturb
tions. This is given by the recipe of Hamiltonet al. @41# as

FIG. 3. The weight functionW2(z)r (z)/H(z) for three pairs of
(VX ,w).
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implemented by Peacock and Dodds@42#; ~PD!, as well as
Ma ~@43#, heretofore MaLCDM!. These two prescriptions
were calibrated forLCDM models, although the PD formul
seems to adequately fit models withw.21 @M. White ~pri-
vate communication!#. Ma QCDM prescription@35#, on the
other hand, gives explicit formulas for the nonlinear pow
spectrum in the presence of dark energy~i.e., a component
with w>21). Unfortunately, we found that the PD and M
QCDM prescriptions agree~to ;15%) only at values ofw
where Ma QCDM was tested. At other values ofw the maxi-
mum disagreement between the two is up to 50%, and
not clear which fitting function, if any, is to be used. W
choose to use the PD prescription primarily because i
implemented for allw and therefore facilitates taking th
derivative with respect tow needed for the Fisher matrix. In
Sec. VI B we explore the possible parameter biases du
the uncertain calibration of the nonlinear power spectrum

Figure 4 shows the matter power spectrum atz50 for
three pairs of (VM ,w). WhenVX or w are varied, the growth
and normalization change affecting all scales equally. Va
ing VX also changes the transfer function~at k
*0.02 h21 Mpc). On smaller scales (k*0.2 h21 Mpc), the
non-linear power spectrum is further affected by dark ene

C. Angular scale–physical scale correspondence

To illustrate the correspondence between wave numbek
and multipolesl, let us assume the matter power spectru
peaked at a single multipolek1

D2~k!5^d2&k1d~k2k1! ~26!

normalized so that*D2(k)dln k5^d2& ~here^d2& is the auto-

FIG. 4. The matter power spectrum atz50 for three pairs of
(VX ,w). Linear power spectrum corresponding to the fiducial sp
trum is shown by the thin solid curve. Vertical lines delimit th
interval which contributes significantly to the WL convergen
power spectrum, roughly corresponding to 100< l<10000. It can
be seen that the ability to determine cosmological parameters
depend critically upon the knowledge of the nonlinear power sp
trum.
1-5
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DRAGAN HUTERER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 063001
correlation function of density contrast in real space!. Then,
assuming for simplicity that all sources are at a single r
shift zs , we have

l ~ l 11!Pl
k/~2p!}

l 3

k1
4S 12

l

r ~zs!k1
D 2

~27!

for l ,k1r (zs), and zero forl>k1r (zs). The plot of the con-
vergence power spectrum is given in Fig. 5 for two values
k1. The multipole power peaks atl 53/5k1r (zs). Assuming a
survey withzs51, the scale at which the non-linear effec
become significant,k'0.2 h21 Mpc, corresponds tol
'300. Our constraints mostly come from angular scalel
;1000, corresponding tok;1 h21 Mpc. The bulk of WL
constraints therefore comes from non-linear scales.

V. CONSTRAINTS ON DARK ENERGY

A. The Fisher matrix formalism

The fact that the relatively featurelessPl
k depends upon a

number of cosmological parameters directly leads to par
eter degeneracies and limits the power of weak lensing
measure these parameters independently of other pro
even for the case of a full-sky survey. To estimate how
curately cosmological parameters can be measured, we
the Fisher matrix formalism@44#. This method has alread
been used to forecast the expected accuracies from C
surveys@45,46#, SNe Ia@47,8,6# and number counts@48# and
was found to agree very well with direct Monte Carlo err
estimation. Its considerable advantage over Monte Carlo
culation is that it does not require simulations and analy
of data sets, but only a single evaluation of a simple anal
expression. Furthermore, the Fisher matrix formalism allo
easy inclusion of Bayesian priors and constraints from ot
methods.

The Fisher matrix is defined as the second derivative
the negative log-likelihood function

FIG. 5. Power spectrum of the convergence assuming ma
power spectrum is a delta-function atk1, shown for two different
values ofk1. This shows the correspondence between physical
angular scales~for zs51 and our fiducialLCDM cosmology!.
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Fi j 52 K ]2ln L

]pi]pj
L

x

~28!

5(
l

1

~DPl
k!2

]Pl
k

]pi

]Pl
k

]pj
~29!

whereL is the likelihood of the observed data setx given the
parametersp1 . . . pn . The second line follows by assumin
that L is Gaussian in the observablePl

k , which is a good
assumption for small departures around the maximum.

In practice we do not estimate the power spectrum at
ery multipole l, but rather binPl

k in 17 bins. We explicitly
checked that binning makes no significant difference in
results~this is not surprising, as the convergence power sp
trum does not have features that would get washed ou
moderate-resolution binning!. We consideredPl

k at 100< l
<10000, corresponding to angles between 1 arcmin and
on the sky. Variations in the minimum and maximuml do not
change any of our results, as very large and very small sc
are dominated by cosmic variance and Poisson noise res
tively.

Finally, we need to choose steps in parameter directi
when taking numerical derivatives. We choose the steps t
5% of the parameter values, making sure to take two-si
derivatives.

B. The fiducial cosmology and fiducial survey

Finally, we need to choose the fiducial survey, i.e. s
coverage and depth of the survey. We do not consider
single experiment in particular, but rather adopt numb
roughly consistent with proposed dedicated wide-field s
veys expected to become operational in several years.
assume a survey covering 1000 sq deg down to a limit
magnitudeR527; dependence of the results upon these t
parameters is discussed in Sec. V F. Surveys of this po
are not yet operational, but are expected in the near fu
with results perhaps by the end of this decade. To con
from magnitudes to surface density of galaxies, we use
correspondence from Herschel and Hubble Deep Fields@49#,
which for our fiducial numbers implies 165 gal/arcmin2. We
assume that theonly sources of noise are statistical: cosm
variance which dominates on large scales, and shot-n
dominant on small scales. We discuss the effect of system
ics in Sec. VI.

C. Parameter space

Power spectrum of the convergence depends on 7 pa
eters:VX ,w,VMh2,VBh2,dH ,n, and mn , whereVB is the
energy density in baryons~relative to critical!, n is the spec-
tral index of scalar perturbations, andmn the neutrino mass
summed over all species. In addition,Pl

k depends upon the
redshift distribution of source galaxies. Throughout, we us
fiducial model that fits well all experiments so far:VX51
2VM50.7 ~flat universe assumed!, h50.65,VBh2

50.019, n51.0, anddH inferred from COBE measuremen
as described in Sec. IV B. The mass of neutrino specie
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WEAK LENSING AND DARK ENERGY PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 063001
quite uncertain, but, according to solar neutrino experime
likely to be between zero and a few eV; we adoptmn

50.1 eV.
We would like to get an insight in parameter degene

cies, in particular between the equation of state ratiow and
other parameters. To do that, we compute the correla
betweenw and other parameters. The correlation coeffici
is given by

r~w,pi !5
Cov~w,pi !

ACov~w,w!Cov~pi ,pi !
~30!

where Cov(pi ,pj )5Fi j
21 is an element of the covariance m

trix. Because imposing priors would alter the covariance m
trix and confuse its interpretation, at this point we add
priors except for COBE normalization~10% indH) and per-
fect knowledge of galaxy redshifts.

The most significant correlations arer(w,VX)5
20.96, r(w,VBh2)520.83, andr(w,mn)50.81. We find
that these and other correlations are typically very depen
on the fiducial model and the assumed prior. Finally,
examine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Fisher
trix. The combination 0.61VX10.21w is determined to an
accuracy of about 0.03; this is the best-determined comb
tion containing significant components inVX and w direc-
tions. The least well determined combination of all is o
almost entirely in thew-direction: 0.97w20.21VX ; it is
determined to about 0.4.

D. Bayesian priors

Without any prior information on cosmological param
eters, weak lensing imposes very weak constraints on d
energy~and other parameters as well!. The reason is that the
power spectrum of the convergence is featureless, owin
the fact that it represents the radial projection of the den
contrast. Unlike the CMB spectrum, it lacks bumps a
wiggles that would help break parameter degeneracies. C
straints rapidly improve, however, if the redshift distributio
of source galaxies is known. We assume this to be the c
indeed, photometric redshift techniques already show
distribution of source galaxies in weak lensing surveys w
be determined independently of cosmological parame
~e.g., @50#!. Exact knowledge of the source distribution
obviously a strong and perhaps unrealistic assumption,
in Sec. VI we explore what happens when the uncertain
are included.

There is no reason to expect that any cosmological pr
alone should carry the burden of determining all cosmolo
cal parameters. Indeed, a number of cosmological param
are already pinned down quite accurately by other means
about 10 years, when powerful weak lensing surveys we c
sider complete their observational programs, parameters
ferred from the CMB~such asVMh2,VBh2 and n) will be
determined to an accuracy of several percent@46#. The neu-
trino mass, on the other hand, is poorly known today, bu
the near future it is likely to be constrained by a combinat
of CMB, Ly-a forest @51#, as well as solar and atmospher
neutrino measurements.
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For these reasons, we include Gaussian priors on cos
logical parameters~other thanVX andw). We consider two
sets of priors, and call them ‘‘COBE1photo-z’’ and ‘‘Planck
~T!.’’ The former set of priors is a weak one: we only includ
the 10% uncertainty in COBE normalization and, as me
tioned above, knowledge of the distribution of backgrou
galaxies. The latter set is a moderate one, correspondin
the COBE1photo-z prior, plus the constraints expected fro
the Planck mission with temperature information only~Table
2 of Ref. @46#!: s(ln VMh2)50.064, s(ln VBh2)50.035,
s(n)50.04, ands(mn)50.58.7 We note, however, that de
tails of the second prior do not change the results much;
example, using the considerably weaker assumptions co
sponding to Microwave Arisotropy Probe~MAP! mission
~with temperature only! instead of Planck~T!, errors inVX
andw degrade by only 10% and 5% respectively. Similar
using the very strong prior of Planck constraints~tempera-
ture and polarization! combined with those from Sloan Digi
tal Sky Survey~SDSS8!, the constraints improve only by
about 20%. The reason for this weak dependence on the p
is easy to understand: by assuming the knowledge of
distribution of source galaxies and adding other priors,
have broken the major degeneracy betweenVX ,w and other
parameters; further information on other parameters lead
small improvements in the constraints on dark energy.

E. Results

An example of the constraints that weak lensing can
pose on dark energy is shown in Fig. 6. Here we show
68% constraint regions for our fiducial WL survey~1000 sq
deg down to 27th mag! with several sets of priors on othe
parameters. The ellipse is oriented so that increase inw is
degenerate with increase inVM , which is opposite of what
we would expect; this is due to the fact that we assu
galaxy redshifts to be known.9 Table I lists the uncertainties
using two sets of priors. Weak lensing is potentially a stro
probe of dark energy: the 1s uncertainties inVX andw are
;5% and 20–40 % respectively~depending on the set o
priors!, which is somewhat weaker than statistical errors
pected from future SNe Ia and number-count surveys.
emphasize that these numbers are the best ones pos
given the survey specifications; systematic errors m
weaken the constraints~see Sec. VI!. It is also true, however,
that weak lensing tomography can significantlyimprove
these constraints~more on that in Sec. V F!.

Left panel of Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the unc
tainties inVX andw on the sky coverage, holding the dep

7Strictly speaking, the correct way to add the CMB priors wou
be to add the WL and CMB Fisher matrices. This procedure wo
correctly account for breaking of the WL parameter degeneracie
the CMB. We opt, however, to just add the priors to the diago
elements of the WL Fisher matrix. This effectively assumes ot
parameters to be constrained within some limits, regardless of w
experiment those constraints come from.

8http://www.sdss.org
9In general, priors on other cosmological parameters will cha

the orientation of the constraints in theVM-w plane.
1-7
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DRAGAN HUTERER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 063001
of the survey fixed at 27th mag. Right panel of the sa
figure shows dependence of the uncertainties on the dep
the survey, holding the sky coverage fixed at 1000 sq d
The constraints onw depend quite strongly on the depth
the survey — for example, constraint onw would improve
by a factor of two by increasing the coverage of the survey
5000 sq deg. The dependence on the depth is also signifi
but probably complicated by some practical problems;
example, galaxy overlap. Therefore, future surveys with v
deep and/or wide sky coverage will be especially effect
probes of dark energy.

FIG. 6. 68% C.L. constraints onVM and w for three different
priors on other parameters. We assume a survey of 1000 sq
down to 27th magnitude inR-band, and assume knowledge of th
distribution of source galaxies. The strength of the constraints d
not depend sensitively on the set of priors, but does depend on
fiducial model~e.g., the neutrino mass!. For orientation, current 1s
constraints from 42 type Ia supernovae@2# are also shown.
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F. Power spectrum tomography

One way to extract more information out of the da
would be to divide the lensed galaxies in several reds
bins and measure the convergence power spectrum in
bin, as well as the cross power spectrum between bins.
procedure, the power spectrum tomography, should be f
feasible with upcoming surveys because redshifts of sou
galaxies are going to be known quite accurately through p
tometric techniques. Following the formalism of Hu@52#, we
compute the parameter constraints when source galaxie
separated in redshift. Of the several slicings in two bins
tried, the most effective division was below and abovez
51.0 ~Fig. 8, left panel!. In this case, the constraints onVX
and w improve by a factor of 3 and 1.4 respectively, for
Planck~T! prior ~Fig. 9!. For the weaker COBE1photo-z
prior, the improvement is even more significant: a factor o
and 3 improvements onVX andw respectively.

We also consider an optimistic scenario where galax
can be separated in 10 redshift bins~Fig. 8, right panel!.
Whether or not and how accurately something like this c
be done using photometric redshift techniques is prese
under investigation@Eisenstein, Hu, and Huterer~in prepara-
tion!#. The constraints onVM ~or VX) and w further im-
prove:s(VX)50.012 ands(w)50.07 ~Fig. 9!.

Subdividing the galaxy population in more than two re
shift bins leads to fairly limited improvements in parame
determination; this is due to high correlations (;80%) be-
tween the power spectra in different bins@52#. Nevertheless,

TABLE I. Constraints on dark energy.

Prior
COBE 1 photo-z Planck~T!

s(VX) 0.08 0.04
s(w) 0.36 0.19

eg

es
he
l
e

ng
FIG. 7. Dependence ofs(VX) ands(w) on the survey parameters. In each case we assume Planck~T! priors on other cosmologica
parameters. Diamonds denote the fiducial values.Left panel: 1s uncertainties onVX andw as a function of sky coverage of the survey. W
assume a fixed depth of 27th magnitude inR-band.Right panel: 1s uncertainties onVX andw as a function of depth of the survey, assumi
a fixed sky coverage of 1000 sq deg.
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FIG. 8. The divisions of source galaxies in redshift we used in order to implement the tomography.Left panel:A simple division in two
redshift bins.Right panel:A division in 10 redshift bins.
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tomography clearly adds valuable information on cosmolo
cal parameters and should be pursued with data from fu
WL experiments. In order to accurately assess and optim
this technique, further study considering realistic accuracy
photometric redshifts is necessary. Using simplified assu
tions ~in particular, no ‘‘leakage’’ of galaxies between bins!,
we have shown here that separation of galaxies in reds
easily leads to a factor of a few improvement in measur
VX andw.

We now discuss whether a specific signature of cer
dark-energy models can be detected with WL surveys.

G. Detecting the dark-energy clustering?

Evolving scalar fields, or quintessence, are a particu
class of candidates for dark energy~e.g. @53–55#!. One sig-
nature of quintessence is that it generally clusters around

FIG. 9. The improvement in the constraint onVM andw due to
tomography. The 68% C.L. constraint regions correspond to 1
and 10 divisions in redshift~largest to smallest ellipse!, and are all
computed using the COBE1 photo-z prior.
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above the Hubble radius scaleH0
21. We ask: is it possible to

detect this clustering in wide-field weak lensing surveys?
The clustering of quintessence is reflected in the incre

in the transfer function on very large scales. The effect
more pronounced for largerVX and largerw, and explicit
forms for TQ(k,z) are given in Refs.@35# and@56#; hereTQ

is the transfer function that takes clustering into accou
Clustering changes the matter power spectrum on la
scales, which in turn alters the convergence power spect
at lowest multipoles. In Fig. 10 we show an optimist
scenario10 with w521/3 with and without clustering taken
into account. We used exact formulas for the converge
power spectrum@57#, since Limber’s approximation break
down at lowest multipoles. Even though the effect on t
matter power spectrum is significant@TQ(k,z)/TL(k,z)
'2.0 at k;H0 in this case#, the convergence power spe
trum changes noticeably only atl 51, and even there only by
;30%. As this figure shows, the effect is buried deeply
the cosmic variance even for a full-sky WL survey. Ther
fore, it is unlikely that WL alone can detect the clustering
quintessence. However, cross correlation of WL and ot
methods~e.g. the CMB! may be more promising; see Ref
@58,59#.

VI. SYSTEMATICS AND BIASES

A. Observational issues

It is difficult to overemphasize the importance of contro
ling the various systematic errors that generically creep i
the WL observing process. These include shear recovery
sues, anisotropic point-spread function, the quality of see
and instrumental noise~for a nice study of systematic effects
see Ref.@60#!. There is also the effect of overlapping gala
ies, which is expected to be especially pronounced in v
deep surveys, but might be overcome using the photome

10In a sense that a more positivew leads to more clustering.

2
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DRAGAN HUTERER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 063001
redshift information@M. Joffre ~private communication!#. Fi-
nally, the observed galaxies might be intrinsically align
due to coupling of their angular momenta or a simi
mechanism~@61–63# and references therein!; this has al-
ready been observed@64,65#. These effects may masquera
as the signal itself, and make the extraction of elliptic
correlations very difficult. In our analysis, we have assum
that these problems will be resolved, and that the domin
uncertainty will be the cosmic variance on large scales
Poisson noise on small scales. In that sense, our results~for a
given parameter space, set of priors, and fiducial sur
strategy! may be optimistic. On the other hand, rapid a
vances in our understanding of weak lensing techniques
well as the prospects of powerful future surveys, indicate t
in a few years we can expect a much better understandin
the aforementioned problems.

B. Dependence upon nonlinear power spectrum
and galaxy distribution

In addition to observational systematics that need to
controlled, theoretical prediction for the angular power sp
trum of the convergence is also uncertain. Uncertainties
the nonlinear matter power spectrum~NLPS! and in the red-
shift distribution of galaxies are especially significant,
they are difficult to quantify and were not included in o
analysis. We now discuss these two ingredients in more
tail.

As can be seen from Figs. 2 and 4, most of our constra
come from nonlinear scales. Therefore, knowledge of
NLPS is crucial in order to compare experimental resu
with theory. However, this quantity is perhaps the most
certain ingredient in the prediction for the power spectrum
the convergence. The NLPS is traditionally obtained by r
ning N-body simulations for several cosmological mode
and deriving a fitting function to the simulated nonline
power spectra. For the models with dark energy we consi

FIG. 10. The effect of clustering of quintessence on the conv
gence power spectrum for a fiducial equation-of-state ratiow5
21/3. The error bars correspond to the cosmic variance for a
sky weak lensing survey. Clustering affects thel 51 multipole the
most, but even there the effect is buried within cosmic variance
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either PD or Ma QCDM fitting functions can be used. T
latter was calibrated for quintessence models in a flat u
verse, and tested atw522/3,21/2 and21/3 andVM50.4
and 0.6.

Even with this solution, the intrinsic uncertainty o
5–15 % in the NLPS is significant~recall, the transfer and
growth functions are accurate to just a few percent!. To il-
lustrate the importance of knowing the NLPS accurately,
us for the momentassumethat the true NLPS atw521 is
that given by the formula of PD. Let us furtherassumethat,
not knowing this, we adopt the Ma QCDM prescription
compute the theoretical power spectra. We now compute
bias in cosmological parameters due to this ‘‘erroneous’’
sumption. Let us write the cosmological parameter values

pi5 p̄i1dpi ~31!

wherep̄i is the true value,pi the measured value, anddpi the
bias due to using the ‘‘wrong’’ NLPS. Assuming that the
biases are small, it is easy to show that@66#

dpi5Fi j
21(

l

1

~DPl
k!2

~Pl
k2 P̄l

k!
] P̄l

k

]pj
~32!

whereFi j is the ubiquitous Fisher matrix,Pl
k( p̄l

k) is the ‘‘er-
roneous’’ ~‘‘true’’ ! power spectrum, and sum overj is im-
plied. The results of this exercise are given in Table II whe
we consider our fiducial survey with Planck~T! prior. The
biases inVX andw are 2.5 and 4.8 times the 1s uncertain-
ties in these parameters. Even though these numbers ma
be accurate because the approximationdp! p̄ necessary to
use Eq.~32! obviously did not hold, one can still conclud
that the biases are very significant. Therefore, we nee
more accurate knowledge of the NLPS.

Fortunately, the NLPS obstacle is surmountable. It is
matter of running powerfulN-body simulations that include
dark energy, on a fine grid inw ~and mn and other param-
eters, if necessary!. Because we are only interested in th
matter power spectrum~not galaxy power spectrum, whic
includes bias!, N-body simulations can in principle give th
NLPS to a very high accuracy. Once this is achieved, w
lensing will regain much of its power to probe dark energ

Another quantity that may not be known to an extreme
high accuracy~although we assumed so! is the redshift dis-
tribution of source galaxiesn(z). Indeed, current photomet
ric redshift techniques can determine redshifts to an accu
of ;0.1, depending on the redshift~e.g.,@50#!, which leaves
room for error, both statistical and systematic. To include
uncertainty inn(z), some authors~e.g., @16,25,26#! param-

r-

l-

TABLE II. Parameter biases.

Due to ‘‘wrong’’ NLPS Due to ‘‘wrong’’ n(z)

pi ubiasu ubiasu/s(pi) ubiasu ubiasu/s(pi)

VX 0.09 2.5 0.04 1.2
w 0.92 4.8 0.57 3.0
1-10
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WEAK LENSING AND DARK ENERGY PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 063001
etrized the redshift distribution by one parameter only. Ho
ever, the realistic uncertainty inn(z) is much more difficult
to quantify. To assess the effect of an uncertainty in the r
shift distribution, we assume that the true distribution
given by Eq.~9! with z050.5, while we ‘‘erroneously’’ as-
sume the same form withz050.55 @recall, n(z) peaks atz
52z0#. The biases inVX andw are given in Table II, and are
1.2 and 3.0 times the unbiased 1s uncertainties in these pa
rameters, respectively. Just as in the case of the NLPS
conclude that accurate knowledge of the redshift distribut
of galaxies will be crucial if weak lensing is to achieve
full potential.

C. Power spectrum covariance

Yet another important issue that we ignored so far is
variance of the convergence power spectrum. The shea~or
convergence! field is expected to be non-Gaussian due
nonlinear gravitational processes. Therefore, measurem
of Pl

k are generally going to be correlated, implying a no
zero four-point function~or its Fourier analogue, the trispec
trum!. The covariance will be especially pronounced at h
multipoles. For a survey down to a limiting magnitude
R;25, the effect of power spectrum covariance appear
be small: Cooray and Hu@67# have used the dark-matter ha
approach to compute the power spectrum as well as
trispectrum, and found that the non-Gaussianity increase
rors on cosmological parameters by about 15%. Althou
this effect is small enough to be ignored with curre
datasets, it will be important to take it into account wh
interpreting results from upcoming deep surveys because
covariance on small scales is likely to significantly degra
the cosmological constraints. Restricting our analysis~with
COBE1photo-z prior! to multipoles l<3000 degrades the
constraints onVX andw by a factor of 5. Clearly, informa-
tion from small scales is important, and it will be necess
to carefully assess the impact of power spectrum covaria
for deep WL surveys.

VII. THREE-POINT STATISTICS AND DARK ENERGY

We now turn to three-point statistics of the weak lens
convergence. Unlike the CMB temperature fluctuatio
which may or may not be Gaussian, weak lensing conv
gence almost certainly does not obey Gaussian statistic
this section, we illustrate the dependence of the bispect
and skewness of the convergence on dark energy, and s
that they present a promising avenue that can lead to the
component~see also Ref.@68#!.

A. Preliminaries

The bispectrum of the convergenceBl 1l 2l 3
k is defined

through the three-point correlation function of the conv
gence in multipole space

^k l 1m1
k l 2m2

k l 3m3
&5S l 1 l 2 l 3

m1 m2 m3
DBl 1l 2l 3

k ~33!

and can further be written as
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Bl 1l 2l 3
k 5A~2l 111!~2l 211!~2l 311!

4p S l 1 l 2 l 3

0 0 0D
3F E dx

@W~x!#3

r ~x!4 BS l 1

r ~x!
,

l 2

r ~x!
,

l 3

r ~x!
,x D G .

~34!

The bispectrum is defined only if the following relations a
satisfied: u l j2 l ku< l i<u l j1 l ku for $ i , j ,k%P$1,2,3% and l 1
1 l 21 l 3 is even. The term in parentheses is the Wignerj
symbol, which is closely related to Clebsch-Gordan coe
cients from quantum mechanics~for its properties, see Refs
@69,70#!. W(x) is the weight function defined in Sec. II. T
compute the bispectrum of the convergence, therefore,
need to supply the matter bispectrumB(k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,z). The
latter quantity can be calculated in linear theory~that is, on
large scales!, but, just as in the case of the matter pow
spectrum, it needs to be calibrated fromN-body simulations
on nonlinear scales. Here we adopt the fitting formulas
Scoccimarro and Couchman~@71#; heretofore SC! which are
based on numerical simulations due to VIRGO collaborat
@72#. The matter bispectrum is defined only for close
triangle configurations (kW11kW21kW350) and is given by

B~kW1 ,kW2 ,kW3!52 F2~kW1 ,kW2!P~k1!P~k2!1cycl. ~35!

whereP(k) is the matter power spectrum and

F2~kW1 ,kW2!5
5

7
a~n,k1! a~n,k2!1

1

2

kW1•kW2

k1 k2
S k1

k2
1

k2

k1
D

3b~n,k1! b~n,k2!

1
2

7
S kW1•kW2

k1 k2
D 2

c~n,k1! c~n,k2!. ~36!

n[dln P/dln k, and functionsa,b and c are given in SC.
Although not explicitly tested on models involving dark e
ergy, the fitting formula depends on cosmology only throu
the matter power spectrum; this weak dependence on
mology is also borne out in high-order perturbation theo
@75#. Therefore, we decide to use the SC formula to illustr
the dependence of three-point statistics on dark energy.

In Fig. 11 we show the quantityl 2ABlll
k /(2p) @74# for

w521 and w520.5; hereBlll
k is the equilateral triangle

configuration of the bispectrum.11 Since roughlyB}P2 and
B has little other dependence on dark energy, we expect
l 2ABlll

k /(2p) varies with w similarly as P — and this is
correct~compare Figs. 2 and 11!. Therefore, the bispectrum
appears to be an excellent probe of dark energy. Things
complicated, however, by the large cosmic variance o
bispectrum. Although computing variance ofB involves a
daunting task of evaluating the six-point correlation functi
of the convergence, this quantity can be computed unde
assumption of small departures from Gaussianity@76,77#.

11We setmn50 in this section.
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DRAGAN HUTERER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 063001
For the equilateral triangle configuration of the bispectr
we show, this estimate indicates that the cosmic varianc
about two orders of magnitude larger than the bispectr
signal itself, roughly independently ofl. Therefore, it is un-
likely that a single configuration of the bispectrum can
used to probe dark energy. However, one should be abl
find an optimal combination of configurations in order
maximize the amount of information. We relegate this pro
lem to future work.

Next we discuss the dependence of skewness on dark
ergy. Skewness is defined as

S3~u!5
^k3~u!&

^k2~u!&2
~37!

where

^k2~u!&5
1

4p (
l

~2l 11!Pl
kW l

2~u! ~38!

^k3~u!&5
1

4p (
l 1l 2l 3

A~2l 111!~2l 211!~2l 311!

4p

3S l 1 l 2 l 3

0 0 0DBl 1l 2l 3
k Wl 1

~u!Wl 2
~u!Wl 3

~u!

~39!

are the second and third moments of the map smoothed
some angle theta, andWl(u) is the Fourier transform of the
top-hat function: Wl(u)52J1( lu)/( lu). Skewness effec-
tively combines many different bispectrum configuration
and its variance should be much smaller than that ofBl 1l 2l 3

.
Its disadvantage is that measurements on different scale
correlated.

Figure 12 shows skewness for two values ofw. Roughly
speaking,S3}Bk/P2, and althoughBk andP2 both decrease

FIG. 11. The quantity l 2Blll
1/2/(2p), involving equilateral-

triangle configurations of the bispectrum in multipole space. We
this quantity to illustrate how the bispectrum depends on dark
ergy. The variance inBlll is roughly two orders of magnitude large
than the signal.
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with increasingw, theP2 term prevails — hence the scalin
of S3 with w. The error bars shown are those from White a
Hu @78# for their WL simulations corresponding to th
LCDM model, and for a field of 36 sq deg. Although th
dependence of skewness on dark energy is significant, t
are several obstacles. As in the case of the matter po
spectrum, the fitting formula for the bispectrum is accur
only to about 15%~rms deviation! for LCDM models and
not yet calibrated for dark energy models. More serious
the measurements of skewness are likely to be highly co
lated — in fact, van Waerbekeet al. @73# find that correlation
between skewness measurements~for the top-hat filter we
use! is close to 100%.

In conclusion, our preliminary analysis indicates that t
three-point statistics of the weak lensing convergence
sensitive to the presence of dark energy, mainly through
dependence of the matter power spectrum. More work
needed, however, in order for the three-point statistic to
come an effective probe of the missing component. This w
include sharpening the predictions for the three-point fu
tion in the nonlinear regime, and finding optimal configur
tions of the bispectrum to probe dark energy.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Recent results coming from type Ia supernovae, CM
and large-scale structure surveys make a strong case fo
existence of dark energy. It is therefore important to expl
how upcoming and future surveys can be used to probe
component. In this work, we explore the power of we
gravitational lensing to probe dark energy via its measu
ments of the power spectrum of the convergence.

Dark energy modifies the convergence power spectrum
altering the distance-redshift relation, as well as the ma
power spectrum. The dependence on dark energy is there
somewhat indirect, and cannot be easily disentangled f
the effect of other parameters (VMh2,VBh2,n,mn). Because
of this, one would not expect WL to be an efficient way
probe dark energy. Nevertheless, we find that with the p

e
n-

FIG. 12. Skewness of the convergence for two values ofw.
Error bars are from simulations by White and Hu@78# on scales
they explore and for a field of 36 sq deg.
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posed very wide and deep surveys, WL can be an impor
probe of dark energy, on a par with SNe Ia and num
counts. We consider a generic future survey covering 1
sq deg down to a limited magnitude ofR527, cosmic-
variance limited on large scales and Poisson-noise limited
small scales. With photometric redshift information and co
straints on other parameters that would be expected from
Planck experiment with temperature information only, w
find that such a survey is able to constrainVX and w to
between a few percent and a few tens of percent, depen
on the fiducial model and a chosen set of priors. The c
straints are in general stronger for wider and deeper surv
and depend on the fiducial model~e.g., the neutrino mass!.
Accurate knowledge of the redshift distribution of sour
galaxies will be crucial; we find that an error of only 0.05
the peak of the redshift distribution can bias the results.

There are important caveats to this result, however. M
information from WL comes from nonlinear scales, whe
the evolution of density perturbations is difficult to trac
analytically and understood mostly throughN-body simula-
tions ~restricting the analysis ofPl

k only to linear scales with
l &100 would lead to extremely weak constraints on cosm
logical parameters due to cosmic variance!. The nonlineari-
ties potentially lead to at least two sources of system
error. First, the power spectrum measurementsPl

k are likely
to be strongly correlated at multipoles of several thous
and higher. This is especially true for planned deep surv
~down to a limited magnitude ofR;27 or higher!, and these
correlations will likely degrade the constraints onVX andw.

Second, although the nonlinear power spectrum has b
calibrated quite accurately forLCDM models, most notably
through the PD formula, it remains poorly explored for mo
els with general equation of statew, massive neutrinos, an
significant baryon density. We explicitly showed that the la
of knowledge of the dependence of the nonlinear pow
spectrum onw can easily bias the constraints onVX andw.
Therefore, a better understanding and calibration of
NLPS is absolutely crucial in order to use WL as a tool
precision cosmology.

This problem can be turned around, however. One co
use the weak lensing measurements~combined, perhaps
with information from CMB measurements, SNe Ia, a
other probes! in order toconstrainthe nonlinear power spec
trum. This constraint could be very interesting, given t
,

in
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strong dependence of the NLPS on cosmological parame
Predictions for the three-point statistics of WL are qu

uncertain at present, especially for models involving da
energy. This does not mean they will not become effect
probes of the missing component in the future. We estim
the equilateral bispectrum configuration, as well as ske
ness, for two values ofw and show that dependence onw is
significant. Although these two quantities are plagued
large cosmic variance and highly correlated noise resp
tively, by clever choice of bispectrum configurations o
might be able to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and ext
useful information on dark energy.

There are other ways to use weak lensing as a prob
cosmology which we did not discuss. For example, o
could use WL to identify clusters of galaxies at redshifts
,z&3 @M. Joffre et al. ~in preparation!#. Comparing the
measured number density of clusters to the prediction gi
by the formalism of Press and Schechter@79# gives con-
straints on cosmology. Another idea is to measure the ang
power spectrum of clusters~detected through WL! at differ-
ent redshifts@80#; this gives a direct measure of the angu
diameter distance as a function of redshift. The advantag
this approach is that only thelinear matter power spectrum is
required; furthermore, the mass function and profiles of cl
ters need not be known. These two methods will prov
constraints complementary to those from the galaxy she

Weak gravitational lensing is likely to provide a wealth
information not only on the matter distribution in the un
verse, but also on the amount and nature of dark energy.
have considered the basic program of measuring the con
gence power spectrum, and found that very wide and d
surveys could provide information complementary and co
parable to that from other cosmological probes. Other sta
tics ~various bispectrum configurations, cross-correlation
WL and the CMB, etc.! are likely to further increase the
power of weak lensing and make it an important probe
dark energy.
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